
M36MC Assignment 1

Choose one of the class / seminar titles and undertake some primary research to 
acquire material (examples of sites, raw data, case studies, online or other 
formats of discussion and commentary) on the topic.

Focusing on the organization and description of the material you have found, 
produce a 30-minute presentation on this topic. This presentation should 
describe, the material, explain its relationship to the identified topic, and set it in 
the context of the themes of the module

You are not being assessed in terms of the presentational style, fluency, or
audio-visual sophistication of the presentation – obviously these should be of as 
high a standard as possible – but what is being assessed is the relevance of the 
material to the identified topic, your ability to organize and describe it and to 
relate it to the issues and themes under consideration.

Write up the material/ sources / sites etc. which you gathered for your themed 
presentation in discursive format i.e. give it a commentary that makes sense as 
well as your source material post this to Cu-online the week after your 
presentation - Maximum 2000 words

Submission Final Deadline 25.03.09

M36CMC Assignment 2

Making use of specific examples and appropriate theoretical and conceptual 
resources, respond by using textual, image-based and other means, to one of 
the following claims/assertions:-

• The historical shift from mechanical to information technologies helps to 
subvert the notions of sovereignty and self-sufficiency that have provided an 
ideological anchoring for individual identity since Greek philosophers 
elaborated the concept more than two millennia ago. In short technology is 
helping to dismantle the very vision of the world that in the past it fostered.

(Barglow 94:6 cited in Castells 1996 The Rise of the Network Society, Oxford
Blackwells: 23 )

•  the role of the nation state will change dramatically and there will be no 
more room for nationalism than there is for
smallpox. (Negroponte
1996 Being Digital, London: Hodder & Stoughton: 236)

• What does "ownership" mean when property is infinitely reproducible, highly 
malleable and the surrounding culture has neither coercive power 
relationships nor material scarcity economics?

(Raymond 2000 Homesteading the Noosphere : Part 4. 
http://www.tuxedo.org/~esr/writings/homesteading/homesteading/ 
index.html )

http://www.tuxedo.org/~esr/writings/homesteading/homesteading/
http://www.tuxedo.org/~esr/writings/homesteading/homesteading/
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• Is it acceptable to exchange internet privacy for web content (television, 
publishing)? Who should make that decision?

• As part of the Digital Britain report Lord Carter proposes a Digital Rights Agency 
to resolve copyright issues faced by the creative industries. Is this the right 
approach?

See further notes at lecture 08

Alternatively you may suggest an alternative starting point/quotation to respond 
to which you must discuss with the tutors.

Deadline 22.04.09

Please discuss your choice of topic and how you propose to address it, with the 
module tutors.


